The “Skinny” On Skinny Jeans
(NAPSA)—Stop the presses. You
don’t have to be skinny to wear
“skinny.” In fact, the skinny jean is
about a look, not a waistline.
“The resurgence of skinny and
straight jeans is part of a modern
’80s trend built from familiar
favorite looks,” says Caroline
Calvin, Levi’s® brand senior vice
president of global creative design.
“Straight has been around since
the invention of the 501 over 130
years ago. Skinny is built from a
sexy rocker look and both will be
hot this year with women and
men.” She added that while the
leg opening remains at the forefront, “there are some easy ways
to take advantage of this look and
some interesting trends within
the trend to note.”
Caroline Calvin Offers The
Skinny On How To Wear
“Skinny” And Straight Jeans:
• Wear long tunic tops for a
long lean appearance or sweater
knits to create eye-teasing balance.
• High heels, high heels, high
heels! A pair of high heels will
give you a sexy, long, lean look
with a skinny or straight jean.
• For classic Audrey Hepburn-inspired style, try pairing
ballet flats with a crop-length fit.
If Sienna Miller is more your
style icon, pair flats with a
longer skinny jean and a long
tunic-style top, but keep in mind
this look works best on smaller
frames.
• Guys can feel as cool as
James Dean by slipping into a
pair of vintage-style sneakers
with lean straight-leg jeans.
• Pair skinny jeans with a
high-heeled slouchy boot. The
chunkiness of the boot makes the
leg look slimmer. For the same
effect, try wearing one of the new
skinny stacked-style jeans, such as
Levi’s Capital E Skimmer Jean.
The stacking at the ankle offers

Top Attractions Go
Beyond Beaches
(NAPSA)—Not only are more
and more American families making footprints in the Florida
sands, they’re making a path to
some of the other exciting attractions in this land of fun and sun.
Visitors to Tampa Bay are
delighted that Busch Gardens is
revolutionizing the way families
visit theme parks. Aptly called the
“Anytime” offer, visitors may come
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H OT F OR M EN A ND W OMEN —The
resurgence of skinny and
straight jeans is part of a modern
trend built from favorite looks.
visual balance much like a boot-cut
fit.
According To Calvin, The
Top Five Trends Within The
Skinny And Straight Look Are:
1. Clean, Dark Finishes &
Washes—which include grey and
black.
2. Authentic Vintage Finishes—worn-in looks with handrepaired stitches and patchwork,
and frayed leg openings.
3. Various Lengths—women will
see everything from extra long, to
cropped, to fall shorts (at the knee),
while men will favor extra-long and
ankle-length styles.
4. Modern Detailing—while
still “skinny” in that they’ll feature a tighter fit, the style will
incorporate cargo pockets, elastic
bands at ankles and retro-inspired
patch detailing.
5. Straight Styles—if true
skinny jeans are not right, a slim,
straight-leg jean will be a popular
alternative that gives the same
long-and-lean look.
To learn more, visit www.
levi.com.

Finding The Best Used Car
(NAPSA)—If you’re considering
a used vehicle, don’t just ask how
many miles it has—ask how many
owners it’s had, too.
That’s the advice from experts
who say used cars that have had
only one owner may be in better
shape than cars that have had
multiple owners. Many of the oneowner cars are relatively new, have
fewer miles on them and less overall wear and tear. While these cars
may cost a bit more, the chances of
a new owner having to shell out
cash down the road for repairs
could decrease dramatically.
This one-owner preference has
helped drive many car-buying
decisions, according to a recent
study. Nearly nine out of 10 shoppers said they find it important to
know how many owners a car has
had. In addition, nearly eight out
of 10 said they were more likely to
purchase a car identified as having one owner than they were to
purchase a car that had multiple
owners. Two out of three shoppers
are even willing to pay more for a
one-owner vehicle.
Finding One-Owner Vehicles
The study found that franchised dealers are usually the best
place to find one-owner cars, but
it’s always important to do a little
investigating on your own.
A good place to start is with a
vehicle history report from a company such as Carfax. The company’s reports give a complete
timeline of a vehicle’s ownership,
and clearly indicate whether a

A vehicle history report can tell
you how many owners a used
vehicle has had.
vehicle has had one or multiple
owners. The reports also indicate
whether a car has been in an accident, flood or fire, or if it has been
totaled and rebuilt.
In addition to running a report
on any car you consider buying,
it’s important to talk to the dealer
about the vehicle’s previous
owner. Find out why the owner
sold the car in the first place and
ask if the dealership can guarantee that the vehicle you are considering is a one-owner vehicle.
Many dealers will provide a free
vehicle history report.
If you are buying from a private seller, ask questions similar
to what you would ask a dealer,
but also ask for the seller ’s
address and phone number. If he
or she is not willing to provide
that information, you may want to
consider walking away from the
deal.
For more information, visit
www.carfax.com.

Trolley rides are just some of the
surprising attractions that lure
families to Tampa.
and go as they please during their
vacation with the purchase of any
one-day ticket (up to seven consecutive days).
Tampa’s attractions aren’t the
only locations where families can
save. While visiting Tampa’s
downtown, they can ride the trolley from Channelside, to the historic Hyde Park neighborhood, to
Ybor City (former Cigar Capital of
the World) and pay a one-time fee
of $4 per person for unlimited
rides.
For history buffs, there’s
Tampa’s National Historic Landmark District.
After a productive day exploring the Bay area, guests can kick
back at a variety of restaurants in
the Channelside district.
To learn more, visit www.Visit
TampaBay.com.

Printers That Multitask: Looking Beyond The Box
(NAPSA)—If you’re in the process of setting up a home office,
you’re not alone. There’s a growing
trend in the U.S. to achieve a better work/life balance; in fact, the
home worker and telecommuting
population is expected to grow to
40 million U.S. workers by 2010,
according to JALA International
and the International Telework
Association and Council. Many of
these home-based businesses or
telecommuters will not have access to regular IT support and
need some tips on how to make the
best decisions.
Do More In Less Space
When outfitting a home office,
home workers should consider
technology that is versatile and
easy to set up and maintain without compromising valuable desktop space. While computers are an
essential component of the typical
home-office arrangement, home
workers also need to consider
other essentials such as printers,
faxes or scanners. You may find
that moving to a multifunction
printer, also known as an MFP or
an All-in-One, offers the convenience of having everything in a
single device and a small “footprint” that is home-office friendly.
MFPs allow you to do more inhouse; the ability to print, fax,
copy and scan saves time by
reducing the number of trips to
the print shop, which results in
time you can spend building your
business. For instance, HP estimates that businesses are able to
save 20 to 40 percent over the
combined cost of four single-function products.
Look “Beyond The Box”
While the device you choose is
important, it’s equally important
to look beyond the box and assess

CHECK IT OUT: Before you set up
shop, assess your printing
needs, such as quantity of paper.
Will you need to fax? Scan? Do
you require color?
supplies, services and support to
get the most out of your homeoffice experience. All technical
products, including printers,
should come with access to support the way you want it: via
phone or online. Replacing supplies can be time intensive, especially if you are caught without
ink or toner and you’re on deadline. Look for a printer that offers
automatic alerts when the toner
or ink is low and reminds you to
replenish before you run out.
To keep your printer humming
along, investigate options for warranties. If the printer can’t be
fixed, does your manufacturer offer
a one-time replacement? For example, HP offers a service option that
provides for a one-time complete
replacement of any covered printer,
as well as telephone support.
Outfitting your home office
with essential technology needed
to run your business is an important decision that need not be a
painstaking process. With the
right equipment, your only worry
will be your business.

Supplies And Tools For Emergency Preparedness
***
Ninety—eight percent of the
adults in this country are
decent, hardworking, honest
Americans. It’s the other lousy
2 percent that get all the publicity. But then, we elected them.
—Lily Tomlin
***

***
A politician will do anything to
keep his job, even become a
patriot.
—William Randolph Hearst
***

***
The things that will destroy us
are: politics without principle;
pleasure without conscience;
wealth without work; knowledge without character; business without morality; science
without humanity; and worship
without sacrifice.
—Mahatma Gandhi
***
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(NAPSA)—Every household
should prepare in advance for
emergencies. Recent surveys show
that fewer than 20 percent of
Americans feel they are “very prepared” should a natural disaster
or emergency strike. Yet 67 percent of Americans acknowledge
the importance of being prepared.
An emergency can be as simple
as the electricity going out, or
something so catastrophic that
you need to board up your home
and evacuate until the emergency
is over. The experts stress having
a family emergency plan. Fortunately, sample plans are easy to
find on the Internet. You also need
to have the right supplies and
tools on hand at all times.
You’ll need food and water to
last your family at least three
days as well as medications and a
first-aid kit. Other emergency
supplies include a battery-operated radio, blankets and extra
clothes. Everyone in the family
should have a flashlight with
extra batteries.
There is a wide variety of flashlights available. The experts at
manufacturers such as Vector and
Husky say flashlight-radio combinations can be a good choice, as
are flashlights with clips or cords
so they can hang from a belt or
loop.
Hand tools and fasteners are
also important. Quality hand tools
such as those made by Stanley
and Husky should be part of your
kit, as should a box of nails and
screws. You should have wrenches

To be prepared in case of emergency, everyone in your household should have a flashlight and
extra batteries.
and pliers to shut off utilities,
hammers and saws to board up
windows and a crowbar to take
down the boards. Many manufacturers make all-in-one tool sets
that are easy to carry and include
most of the tools you’ll need.
Another good set of tools to
have on hand is a cordless combo
kit. Typical kits can include a
drill, a circular saw, a reciprocating saw and a flashlight. Because
these tools are cordless, they’ll
keep running even if your power
goes out. Also consider a portable
AC/DC power system, which can
run corded tools and battery
chargers; jump-start a car; inflate
a tire; power a TV or radio; and
recharge your cell phone. Plus, the
kids can plug their games into it
for hours of entertainment while
you wait for the lights to come
back on.
Before an emergency strikes, it
pays to make a plan, practice that
plan and stock up on the right
supplies.

